PICTURES WORTH 3,000 WORDS

Three students from the UH Digital Media program share accolades from a national photography magazine. Their images were named finalists in a contest sponsored by Photographer’s Forum magazine.

FEATURED NEWS:

Nursing Recognition | The UH College of Nursing’s Cheryl Brohard is recognized by the Houston Chronicle and the American Nurses Association in the annual Salute to Nurses Top 15.

Real World Classroom | A group of students from the University of Houston Supply Chain & Logistics Technology program conducted real-world research with BASF, a global corporation that produces and markets chemicals and related products.

New Scholars | Eight students from a UH College of Technology program have been named Houston Electric League Scholars for 2018. The honor includes a summer internship.

UH Nursing & Indian Nursing Council | The University of Houston College of Nursing will partner with the Indian Nursing Council on research, programs and faculty exchanges.

MORE STORIES

JUST IN CASE YOU MISSED IT:

Did you miss the celebration of the UH Sugar Land Groundbreaking for the new College of Technology building? See what you missed

UH’s Greg Ortiz spoke with Dr. Jay Neal, AVP UH Sugar Land about the groundbreaking

UH Nursing & Indian Nursing Council

Follow all the excitement of UH Cougar Baseball!

NEW SCHOLARS

Eight students from a UH College of Technology program have been named Houston Electric League Scholars for 2018. The honor includes a summer internship.

About the University of Houston at Sugar Land

The University of Houston at Sugar Land is UH. An institute of the University of Houston—a Tier One public research university—the Sugar Land is student-centered, industry-informed and community-inspired. Our UH students, reflective of the diversity of greater Fort Bend County, come with completed core curriculum to further studies or to major in one of our unique programs. As it works to earn the generosity of its supporters, UH Sugar Land is invested in the success of the area and works in partnership with area businesses, as well as city and county leaders. UH Sugar Land is Tier One in greater Fort Bend County.